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Resources



Classification at a Glance

● Many applications

○ Sentiment analysis, text tagging, spam detection, intent detection

● Widely studied problem

○ Results available on many dataset

○ Easy to compare performance to prior literature

● High results are achievable on publicly available datasets

● Previous models concentrated on neural architecture, with inputs from pre-trained 

word embeddings (e.g. LSTM).



Why use BERT for classification?

● Recall that BERT

○ Is pre-trained (unsupervised) on a large corpus of text

○ Uses a transformer model (12 or 28) 

○ Fine tuned on specific task

● BERT has achieved state of the art results

○ In question answering (SQuAD)

○ A variety of NLP tasks including sentence classification (GLUE)

● Possibility of reduced task-specific training given transfer learning



BERT Challenges for Doc Classification

● Computational expense

○ Hundreds of millions of parameters

○ High memory requirements

○ Inference is also computationally expensive

● Pre-training is not domain specific

○ Would classification of medical records require pre-training on a large corpus of medical data? 

(BioBERT)

● Input length is limited to 512 tokens

○ What about longer documents?



Semantics

● Pre-training: unsupervised training by feeding text to BERT.

○ BERT learns by masking words and trying to predict them.

○ A pre-trained BERT model can be further pre-trained.

● Fine-tuning: supervised learning by feeding text with a label to BERT.

○ Minimize cross entropy.



Further pre-training

● Within-task pre-training

○ Dataset from target task

● In-domain pre-training

○ Different datasets from same domain as task

● Cross-domain pre-training

○ As the name implies.



Fine tuning of BERT

● BERT takes the final hidden state of the first token ([CLS]) as a representation of the 

whole text.

● Add softmax layer to output

● Train the entire model, BERT + softmax layer, using cross entropy or binary cross 

entropy.



Datasets: Sun et al.



Datasets: Adhikari et al.



Challenges of fine tuning

1. Overcoming max document length

○ BERT takes maximum input length of 512

○ Must start with a [CLS] token and end with a [SEP] token

2. Selecting the best BERT layer for classification

○ First layer? Deepest? Somewhere in between?

3. Choosing an optimizer to minimize over-fitting



1. len(document) > 512

● Truncation methods
○ Head: first 510 tokens
○ Tail: last 510 tokens
○ Head+Tail: first 128 and last 382 tokens

● Hierarchical methods
○ Divide text L into L/510 fractions
○ Mean pooling, max pooling and self attention 

to combine hidden states of [CLS] for each 
fraction

● Adhikari et. al do not address this issue

Test error rates. IMDb and Chinese 
Sogou News.



Take away points

1. Document length problem can be overcome.



2. Selecting the best layer for classification

● First layer may learn more 
general information

● Deepest layer may contain 
most high level information

Conclusion: use deepest layer.



3. An optimizer to minimize over-fitting

● Hypothesis: giving smaller learning 
rates to lower layers improves 
performance

● Decrease learning rates by a decay 
factor

● Note: this is for fine-tuning a 
pre-trained model. Conclusion: a decay factor improves 

performance slightly.



Take away points

1. Document length problem can be overcome.

2. Use a decay factor for layer learning rates.



Results

Feat: BERT as features
FiT: fine tuning
ITPT: within-task pre-training
IDPT: within-domain pre-training
CDPT: cross-domain pre-training



Comparison to prior models

Conclusion: BERT scores best on all datasets



BERT large vs BERT base

Conclusion: BERT large achieves state of the art performance



Take away points

1. Document length problem can be overcome.

2. Use a decay factor for layer learning rates.

3. BERT produces state of the art results in classification.

4. Pre-train before fine-tuning.



Knowledge distillation

● Problem: BERT models are computationally expensive. Can the knowledge learnt 
be transferred to a simpler model?

● Knowledge distillation aims to achieve this.
● Train a model to minimize two terms:

○ Classification loss: binary cross entropy
○ Distillation loss: Kullback-Leibler divergence between class probabilities output by student and 

teacher models.

● The overall loss function for distillation becomes:



Distilled LSTM vs BERT: performance



Distilled LSTM vs BERT: inference time



Take away points

1. Document length problem can be overcome.

2. Use a decay factor for layer learning rates.

3. BERT produces state of the art results in classification.

4. Pre-train before fine-tuning.

5. BERT is computationally expensive for training and inference.

6. Knowledge distillation can reduce inference computational complexity at a small 

performance cost.
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